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➢ Histogram processing:-

In digital image processing, the histogram is used for graphical

representation of a digital image. A graph is a plot by the number

of pixels for each tonal value. Nowadays, image histogram is

present in digital cameras. Photographers use them to see the

distribution of tones captured.

In a graph, the horizontal axis of the graph is used to represent

tonal variations whereas the vertical axis is used to represent the

number of pixels in that particular pixel. Black and dark areas are

represented in the left side of the horizontal axis, medium grey

color is represented in the middle, and the vertical axis represents

the size of the area.
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❑ How It Works:

The operation is very simple. The image is scanned in a single

pass and a running count of the number of pixels found at each

intensity value is kept. This is then used to construct a suitable

histogram.

❑ Applications of Histograms:

a. The brightness of the image can be adjusted by having the

details of its histogram.

b. If we have input and output histogram of an image, we can

determine which type of transformation is applied in the

algorithm.





❑ Histogram Processing Techniques:-

a. Histogram Sliding

b. Histogram Stretching

c. Histogram Equalization



❑ Histogram Sliding:-

In Histogram sliding, the complete

histogram is shifted towards rightwards

or leftwards. When a histogram is shifted

towards the right or left, clear changes

are seen in the brightness of the image.

The brightness of the image is defined

by the intensity of light which is emitted

by a particular light source.



This technique consists of simply adding or subtracting a constant brightness value

to all pixels in the image. The overall effect is an image with comparable contrast

properties, but higher or lower average brightness, respectively. imadd and

imsubtract functions can be used for histogram sliding.

When implementing histogram sliding, you must make sure that pixel values do not

go outside the greyscale boundaries. An example of histogram sliding is given

below:



Matlab code:-

A = imread(‘Penguins_grey.jpg’);

imshow(A),title(‘Original Image’);

B=im2double(A);

bright_add = 0.2;

imhist(A), title(‘Original Histogram’);

C=B+bright_add;

imshow(C),title(‘New Bright Image’);

imhist(C), title(‘New Histogram’);
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❑ Histogram Stretching:-

In histogram stretching, contrast of an image is increased. The contrast of an image is defined

between the maximum and minimum value of pixel intensity.

If we want to increase the contrast of an image, histogram of that image will be fully stretched

and covered the dynamic range of the histogram.

From histogram of an image, we can check that the image has low or high contrast.





❑ Histogram Equalization:-

Histogram equalization is used for equalizing all the pixel values of an image. Transformation is

done in such a way that uniform flattened histogram is produced.

Histogram equalization increases the dynamic range of pixel values and makes an equal

count of pixels at each level which produces a flat histogram with high contrast image.

While stretching histogram, the shape of histogram remains the same whereas in Histogram

equalization, the shape of histogram changes and it generates only one image.



➢ Fundamentals of spatial filtering:-



❑ Classification on the basis of linearity:

a. Linear Spatial Filter

b. Non-linear Spatial Filter 

❑ General Classification:

a. Smoothing Spatial Filter

b. Sharpening Spatial Filter



❑ Linear Spatial Filter:-





❑ Non-linear Spatial Filter:-







➢ Smoothing spatial filters:-

Also called low pass filter. They include:

a. Averaging linear filters 

b. Order-statistics non-linear filter





❑ Averaging linear filters:-









❑ Order-statistics non-linear filter:-









❑ Figure below shows an example of applying the median filter:-









❑ Matlab code:-

I = imread('cameraman.tif');

Iblur1 = imgaussfilt(I,2); 

Iblur2 = imgaussfilt(I,4);

Iblur3 = imgaussfilt(I,8); 







➢ Sharpening spatial filters:-





















▪ Highpass filter

In spatial domain, a Highpass filtered image can be obtained by subtracting a Lowpass

filtered image from the image itself (like unsharp mask).

▪ Bandreject filter

Similarly, a Bandreject filtered image can be obtained by adding a Lowpass filtered with a 

Highpass filtered image (at different threshold).

▪ Bandpass filter

And Bandpass filtered image can be obtained by subtracting the Bandreject filtered image 

from the image itself.



Kernels Equation

Lowpass kernel
lp(x, y)

Highpass kernel hp(x, y) = δ(x, y) - lp(x, y)

Bandreject kernel

br(x, y) = lp1(x, y) + hp2(x, y)

br(x, y) = lp1(x, y) + (δ(x, y) - lp2(x, y))

Bandpass kernel bp(x, y) = δ(x, y) - br(x, y)


